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The Whiteness of Bone: 
Russell Banks' Rule of the Bone and the 

Contradictory Legacy of Huckleberry) Filln 

Jim O'Loughlin 

"Huck Finn for the Nineties" was the sound bite one critic used to characterize 
Russell Banks' Rule of the Bone (Niemi 170). Banks' novel, an acknowledged updat- 
ing of Twain's classic work, revisits issues of race and identity central to the story 
of Huck and Jim. However, Banks also seeks to avoid the representational pitfalls 
that have made Huckleberry Finn controversial among contemporary critics and 
educators. This attempt to both revere and correct Twain has led Banks into a 

thorny literary dilemma, one which faces all who would wish to make use of Twain 
for a critique of whiteness. For Twain's novel can be used, contradictorily, to illus- 
trate both how white privilege functions and how it is critiqued. 

This article first considers the complex role of wrhiteness in Huckleberry Finn 
before turning to an examination of Rule of the Bone. A final section takes up a 

comparison of the mixed literary legacy Banks inherited and altered. Russell Banks 
is to be lauded for his explicit interrogation of the white privilege inherent in fan- 
tasies of escaping from society in Huckleberry Finn. Nevertheless, Banks' attempt 
to rewrite Twain's troubling ending unwittingly turns his protagonist, Bone, into 

exactly the kind of hero Twain would not let Huck be. In the end, the whiteness of 
Bone is the price he pays to remain a hero. 

I 

An examination of Huckleberry Finn reveals contradictory attitudes toward white- 
ness. The privileges associated with being white remain at the core of the novel, 
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and are essential to understanding Huck's erratic relationship with Jim. In this re- 

gard, Valerie Babb's insistence on the distinction between white skin (as "the com- 
mon pigmentation we associate with those we call white") and whiteness ("a 
system of privileges accorded to those with white skin") is helpful in focusing on 
the deployment of ideologies of whiteness in Huckleberry Finn (Babb 9). What is 
at issue is not the particular qualities that make up Huck's character, but the spe- 
cific ways in which race structures the relationships between different characters. 
Shelley Fisher Fishkin has argued persuasively in IWas Huck Black? that Twain made 
use of African-American sources in creating Huck's distinctive voice. But this dis- 
covery does not mitigate the fact that in the course of the novel Huck is regarded 
as white and is subject to and beneficiary of the system of privileges associated with 
whiteness. 

The discovery of contradictions in Huckleberry Finn will not surprise anyone 
already familiar with arguments over Twain's representations of African-Ameri- 
cans. Critics ranging from Justin Kaplan to Toni Morrison have celebrated the nov- 
el for its African-American characters and influences. At the same time, critics 

including Julius Lester and Gerry Brenner have condemned it as racist. Along the 

way, Huckleberry Finn has become the most frequently censored text in American 
classrooms.' 

As with that controversy, one can find in Huckleberr) Finn moments that both 
critique whiteness and remain silent as to some of its more insidious aspects. At 
some moments in the novel, whiteness is held up for derision. At other moments, 
it goes unchallenged. The critical task here is to determine the impact of this simul- 
taneous questioning and deployment of whiteness. 

For example, whiteness appears as a hypocritical ideology in the scene when 
Huck's father, Pap, tells of his refusal to vote. Upon meeting a black professor, 
clearly of a higher class status and educational level than himself, Pap is shocked to 
learn that this man has the right to vote in the Northern state from which he 
comes. Pap tells Huck "It was 'lection day, and I was just about to go and vote, my- 
self, if I warn't too drunk to get there; but when they told me there was a State in 
this country where they'd let that nigger vote, I drawed out. I says I'll never vote 

agin" (34). Coming from Pap, a selfish and self-delusional character, the idea of 

voting as a badge of whiteness appears laughable. Pap is less able as a citizen than 

any other figure in the novel, and one has no doubt that drunkenness would have 
likely kept him from the polls on the election day in question had he not taken such 
a "principled" stand. 

A helpful collection of articles on the issue of race in Huckleberry Fiitnn can be found in 
Gerald Graff and James Phelan's edition of the novel (New York: Bedford Books, 1995). In 
this collection they consciously place together articles that argue with each other's pre- 
mises and claims. 
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The privileges of being white in Huckleberry Finn are not only legal in nature. 
Far more persistent are the social dimensions of whiteness. Throughout the begin- 
ning sections of the novel, Huck is involved in a series of pranks played on Jim. Ear- 
ly in the novel, as Jim sleeps under a tree, Tom moves Jim's hat during one of the 

boys' late night adventures, making Jim think he has been kidnapped by witches. 
On Jackson's Island, Huck puts a dead snake on Jim's bedding to scare him. The 

plan backfires when the dead snake's mate appears on the bedding and bites Jim. 
Though somewhat shaken by endangering Jim's life, Huck nevertheless plays one 
more prank on Jim. 

After becoming separated on the Mississippi river during a fog, Huck returns 
to the raft to find Jim asleep with exhaustion. Huck wakes Jim and pretends that 
nothing had happened and that the separation in the fog had been nothing more 
than a dream. Once convinced of this, Jim sets out to interpret the dream, weaving 
an elaborate cautionary tale to guide them in their journey. Only then does Huck 
let Jim in on his deception. 

Uncharacteristically, Jim angrily proceeds to detail how concerned he was for 
Huck, how grateful he was for Huck's return, and how incomprehensible it is that 
Huck would use the occasion as the opportunity for a prank. "Dat truck dah is 
trash; en trash is what people is dat puts dirt on de head er dey fren's en makes 'em 
ashamed" (o05-emphasis original). This is the first time in the novel that Jim has 
described his relationship with Huck as friendship and also the first time he has 
made any reference to Huck's compromised class status (as "white trash"). Only in 
anger does Jim feel able to speak openly about the status and bonds that tie these 
nto characters together. To do so is to force Huck to consider them as well, a con- 
sideration which he has not been forced to make previously. Huck's white privilege 
allowed him to assume it was appropriate to use Jim as the butt of jokes and never 

required him to consider any responsibilities he might have toward Jim. 
Jim's outburst does make Huck reconsider his actions, but even here Huck 

shows the difficulties in renouncing the privileges of whiteness. "It was fifteen min- 
utes before I could work myself up to go and humble myself to a nigger-but 1 
done it, and I warn't ever sorry for it afterwards, neither" (lo5). Huck initially can- 
not just apologize to Jim as a friend. The ideology of whiteness tells him that it is 
his right not to have to be concerned about the feelings of someone who is black. 
Furthermore, Huck is convinced that to care about Jim's feelings would reduce his 
own status. Huck's developing relationship with Jim complicates his world view, 
however. Eventually-fifteen minutes later-Huck does disregard this credo of 
whiteness in apologizing to Jim. Significantly, Huck is amazed to find that this act 
of "humbling" does not humiliate him. When forced to cross ideological bound- 
aries, Huck is able to question their naturalness. At this moment, friendship begins 
to displace white privilege as the guiding principle of Huck's relationship with Jim. 

The most influential critique of whiteness in the novel is the scene in which 
Huck debates with his conscience as to whether or not to throw in his lot with Jim 
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after Jim has been sold back into slavery by the King and the Duke. Initially Huck 
considers returning Jim to his original owner, Miss Watson, back in Hannibal. But 
when Huck begins to question Jim's eventual fate and to rethink his friendship 
with Jim, he starts to second guess himself. Huck's famous decision, "All right, 
then, I'll go to hell," announces not only that he will help Jim escape to freedom, 
but that he recognizes that in doing so he will renounce his place in the established 
order (271). This justifiably celebrated scene represents to many the apex of this 
novel, when Huck makes the "right" decision despite having little social sanction 
for doing so. In fact, among contemporary critics of whiteness, this scene has as- 
sumed archetypal status, as shown in John Garvey and Noel Ignatiev's essay "To- 
ward a New Abolitionism: A Race Traitor Manifesto": 

The most important [articles published in Race Trnitor] are personal accounts of 
individual and collective breaks with white solidarity-termed the "Huck Finn 
moment" after the turning point in the novel when Huck decides to break with 
what he calls "sivilization" and to take the steps that will lead to Jim's (and his 
own) freedom. (349) 

As Garvey and Ignatiev rightly note, Huck's decision involves forfeiting his stand- 

ing within the white community of Hannibal. But while his actions may break with 
white solidarity, Huck does not, as they imply, offer a wholesale repudiation of the 

ideologies of that community. Huck is not able to say "what I'm doing is right." His 
decision to "go to hell" does not challenge the standards of the white, antebellum 
South. It only acknowledges his inability to live by them. 

Of course, for manyr readers, this is precisely what is so important about Huck's 
decision. Within the heart of a society structured to repress any form of interracial 
solidarity, it is still possible for an individual to defy that order and make what 
readers know to be the right choice. Following this logic, such a decision makes 
Huck even more of a hero than if he had rejected societal standards, because he 
throws his lot in with Jim without receiving any kind of ideological support for his 
actions other than Jim's friendship. The effect is that, as Jonathan Arac has written, 
"Twain defined a place in human nature that could remain a basis for resistance in 
bad times" (60). Yet Arac goes on to argue that this model of the individual hero 
"defines no place that citizens can work together in resistance" (61). In defining 
Huck as a lone hero, Twain opted not to give him access to available antebellum 
discourses (abolition, of course, but also Christian and patriotic rhetoric) that 
would have allowed him to voice his opposition to Jim's treatment in solidarity 
with others. Huck becomes an individual hero, but not one whose heroic actions 
could overturn the system that made his heroism necessary in the first place. 

With Arac's critique in mind, the selective nature of Garvey and Ignatiev's 
"Huck Finn moment" becomes apparent. They use this term to describe a different 
kind of phenomenon, one in which individual action should be part of a larger 
movement against whiteness. Garvey and Ignatiev "recognize that'whites' cannot 
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individually abandon the privileges of whiteness. [...] The point is not for individ- 
uals to become unwhite (although that is good when it happens, as with John 
Brown) but to blow apart the social formation known as the white race, so that no 
one is 'white'" (347-48). While Huck's individual actions may serve as something 
of a model for contemporary race abolitionists, his inability to question his own 
social formation suggests problems in valorizing the "Huck Finn moment." 

Furthermore, as a "turning point," this moment has to be seen as the beginning 
of a long, slow turn at best. Huck's attempt to free Jim becomes derailed once Tom 

Sawyer once again enters the novel. Tom's elaborate escape plan, drawn out of his 
favorite romantic novels, can be read as one long prank, as Jim is made to undergo 
a series of mistreatments in fulfillment of Tom's imagined ideal of a suffering pris- 
oner. Tom does not question his right to make Jim play the role of prisoner, even 
though Tom knows (as Huck and Jim do not) that Jim has been set free by his own- 
er. For Tom, the pleasure and the glory lies in the drawn out plans for escape, and 
he has no problem justifying the rightness of his actions: 

[...] if he could only see his way to it we would keep it up all the rest of our lives 
and leave Jim to our children to get out; for he believed Jim would come to like it 
better and better the more he got used to it. He said that in that way it could be 
strung out to as much as eighty year, and would be the best time on record. And 
he said it would make us all celebrated that had a hand in it. (310) 

The iron) here is, of course, that Tom justifies the logic of slavery through white 

privilege. Tom sees it as his right to make use of Jim for his own purposes, and in 
fact convinces himself that such a relationship is natural. It is right to Tom for Jim 
and his descendants to exist in a relation of servitude to him. In fact, Tom does not 
doubt that over time Jim and others would come to accept and even enjoy such an 
affinitv. 

Though both Jim and Huck object to some of the details of Tom's plans, neither 
of them questions his authority. When the truth of Jim's status comes out at the 
end of the novel, after Tom gets shot during the botched escape, neither character 

expresses anger or remorse. In fact, once Tom enters the novel, Huck and lim never 
again speak to each other with the depth and sincerity of their prior friendship. 

The manner in which Tom comes to dominate the novel has won the ending of 

Huckleberry Finn scorn among many critics. Leo Marx has termed the ending an 
"evasion', writing that it "has the effect of diminishing [the] importance and 

uniqueness of Huck's victory [over the prevailing morality)" (301). Ernest Hem- 

inpSay famously noted that "All modern American literature comes from one 
book by Mark Twain called Huckleberry Finn." Yet he qualified his praise by dispar- 
aging the ending as "just cheating" (22).2 

Graff and Phelan's edition of the novel also reproduces a series of critical essays that argue 
over the significance of the ending of Huckleberr), Filn. 
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Though I am not going to try to offer a definitive resolution to this debate, I 
would like to present one way of thinking about the ending of Huckleberry Finn in 
relation to Russell Banks' rejection of it in Rlle of the Bone. One's disappointment 
with the ending of Huckleberry Finn appears to be in proportion to the extent that 
one considers Huck to be a hero. With Tom's re-entrance into the book, Huck is 
placed back into a familiar social relationship, and he adopts (or regresses back in- 
to, depending on your point of view) familiar patterns of behavior. Huck's "I'll go 
to Hell" speech marks a high point in Huck's ability to transcend his immediate 
circumstances. However, other moments (such as Huck's comment upon Jim's re- 
fusal to run for freedom when Tom is shot: "I kloowed he was white inside") suggest 
the limitations of transcendence in the novel's ending (341). It is possible to see this 
ending as a betrayal of that earlier promise, but it is also possible to see the ending 
as a cautionary reminder of the limitations of individual heroism in the face of so- 
cial determination. In fact, it is precisely this interpretive difference that remains 
an issue in Russell Banks' Rule of the Bone. 

II 

In composing Rule of the Bone, his eighth novel, Russell Banks, the author of Af- 
fliction and The Sweet Hereafter, did not set out to revise Mark Twain's Huckleberry 
Fiinn. However, in the process of writing he found himself with the story of a four- 
teen-year old, white, homeless boy on the run from mainstream culture who teams 
up with an older black man for a journey through various strata of society. Banks 
could not help but notice what he himself has called "obvious echoes and rhymes" 
between his novel and Twain's (qtd. in Smith). Like Huckleberry Finn, Rule of the 
Bone revolves around the idea of escaping the constraints of civilization and living 
according to a new set of principles. In removing his protagonist, Bone, from a fa- 
miliar social environment, Banks, like Twain, explores the possibilities of and re- 
strictions on freedom. 

Of course, there are differences between these books. In Rule of the Bone, the 
raft drifting down the Mississippi River has been replaced by a meandering trail 

through malls, crash pads, and doper squats in environments ranging from the 
wintry coldness of upstate New York to the deceptively tropical paradise of Jamai- 
ca. But what most distinguishes Banks' book from Twain's is Banks' determination 
that he "couldn't use the last third" of Huckleberry Finn as a model for his own nov- 
el (Banks, Panel). In rejecting the ending of Huckleberry Finn, Banks, it is safe to 
say, also hoped to avoid the sense of Huck's decline at the end of Twain's novel. 
However, Banks' substitute ending has been judged by many critics as the least suc- 
cessful part of Rule of the Bone. For example, Robert Niemi finds that the novel los- 
es credibility after the plot moves to Jamaica (17o). Nick Curtis writes that the latter 
part of the book "threatens to drift into the realms of fantasy." Ironically, Banks' 
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attempt to avoid the degradation of his protagonist comes at the expense of the 
novel as a whole. 

Nevertheless, it is the final section of Rule of the Bone, where Banks distances 
himself from Twain, that is most interesting for this inquiry. For it is in that section 
that the issue of whiteness is raised most explicitly. Not coincidentally, I will argue, 
this section of the novel also contains some of the book's least satisfying moments. 
The problem the novel faces lies in its attempt to simultaneously lionize a white 

protagonist while confronting the concept of white privilege. 
In the first half of Rule of the Bone, Bone, after having been kicked out by his 

parents and presumed dead following a fire in the biker squat he'd been living in, 
eventually meets up with I-Man, a Jamaican migrant worker who quit his job pick- 
ing apples in the Adirondacks. Bone takes up residence with I-Man in an aban- 
doned bus, surviving on food I-Man grows in the deserted field surrounding the 
bus supplemented by occasional dumpster dives at a nearby supermarket. 

I-Man, a practicing Rastafarian, becomes a father figure and ersatz spiritual ad- 
visor to Bone. Together they raise a garden, make their own clothes and get high, 
all the while enjoying the pleasures of a peaceful summer on the bus. In Bone's 
words, "for the first time in this old wrecked school bus on this funky field I'd 
found a real home and a real family." Over time, Bone adopts many of I-Man's at- 
titudes and begins dressing like him as well. 

As happy as Bone is at this time, he is uncertain to what extent he can partici- 
pate in I-Man's world and religion. Earlier in the novel, he himself had been skep- 
tical of the white rasta kids he knew in his hometown of Plattsburgh, New York: 

[T]here were some Rastafarians who were like white Americans that I'd seen at 
the mall and elsewhere [... I kids mainly who were into reefer but wanted a reli- 
gion to go with it so they grew their hair out and twisted it into locks and put wax 
and other crap into it so they could make like dreadlocks out of it and these white 
Rastas when they talked about Jah and said give praise and thanks, mon, stuff 
they'd picked up mostly from Bob Marley songs[,] they never mentioned the 
Haile Selasie guy. I knew they were in reality talking about God though and Tesus 
and such like only picturing Him as a way older black guy like Malcolm X with a 
gray beard so they could picture themselves as black too, like that was the whole 
point, to not have to be an American white kid worshipping the god of your par- 
ents [...] (153) 

Bone's criticism of the white rastas is that for all their supposed adoption of Rast- 
afarian principles and culture, their sense of the religion is informed by the values 
and beliefs of their parents, the very values and beliefs they think they have dis- 
carded. However, what makes the white rastas self-deceptive is their belief that 
their decisions erase the proscriptive power of race. Bone later speaks scathingly of 
one white rasta drug dealer, stating that he "was too dumb to klow the difference 
between black people and white people or too racist to admit there was a difference 
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and he was stuck forever being a white kid from Plattsburgh" (235). Race, as Bone 
understands it at this point in the novel, was not a decision for someone to make, 
but a set of relations already established. The attempt to ignore one's racial identity 
is just willful ignorance. The refusal to acknowledge the existence of racial differ- 
ences arises out of the white rasta's desire to transcend his own identity as, in this 
case, "a white kid from Plattsburgh." 

But as the novel shifts locales, from the Adirondacks to Jamaica, Bone begins 
to question this condemnation and starts thinking differently about questions of 
race. In Jamaica, Bone finds himself welcomed by black Jamaicans as a friend of I- 
Man's and he begins to live the life of a Rastafarian, traveling between the town of 

Montego Bay, I-Man's nearby marijuana plantation, and I-Man's rural hometown. 
Soon, Bone becomes involved in marijuana cultivation and sales. At first, he feels 
out of place as a "white American kid" in this milieu, but in time he begins to grow 
accustomed to his new life (266). 

In Jamaica, as opposed to upstate New York, it is the whites that seem out of 

place. According to Bone, whites 

really stood out and looked like extra-terrestrials with their chalky skin and long 
narrow noses and scrappy hair and I kept checking them out like I wasn't one my- 
self on account of how weird they looked, even the quick jerky way they walked 
and how they waved their hands but not their arms when they talked and how 
they didn't get right up in each other's face and all when they met like I was used 
to by now but stood back a ways and talked from a distance. (266-7) 

This passage marks a crucial transitional moment in Bone's thinking, for at this 

point he has begun to naturalize black Jamaican culture. In fact, though Bone ac- 

knowledges his own whiteness, in the above passage he refers to other whites as 
"they." It is the appearance and behavior of whites that now appears unusual to 
him. 

This shift in thinking soon takes on a physical form. One day, when I-Man and 
Bone were talking, I-Man noticed how long and unwieldy Bone's hair had become. 
I-Man made a concoction of leaves for Bone to rub in his hair. The next day Bone 
had dreadlocks. This new hair, combined with his realization that all his time in 
the sun cultivating marijuana had given him "coffee-colored" skin, causes Bone to 
reconsider who he was and what he had become. 

With this physical transformation, Bone also has a change of heart as to exactly 
how determinative his identity as "a regular white kid" was: 

It's funny how when you change the way you look on the outside even if it's only 
with a tattoo you feel different on the inside. I was learning that it's true what I- 
Man'd said, if you work at it long enough and are serious you can become a 
brand-new beggar which is like if you're a carpenter you go to the worksite and 
discover all new material to work with so you can change your plans and start 
building yourself a bigger and better house to live in. I'd even started talking dif- 
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ferent, not saying cool and excellent to everything anymore but instead I'd go Irie 
mon, and when I used to refer to myself only as I or me now I said I-and-I which 
makes you feel slightly separate from your body, it makes you feel that your true 
self is like this spirit that can float through the air where it communes with the 
universe and it can even travel backward and forward in time. (313-emphasis 
original) 

In this passage, Bone suggests that altering his appearance has begun to alter his 

subjectivity. The metaphor of the carpenter is illustrative here. Identity is de- 
scribed as something that is constructed out of available materials; the availability 
and quality of materials is what affects the identity that can be constructed. Having 
been exposed not only to new ways of talking, but to the philosophy and religion 
behind that language, Bone begins to feel he can transcend the limitations of his 

given subject position and construct an identity of his own, on his own terms. 
However, in the end, the novel does not endorse this transcendent conception 

of identity. In fact, Bone's supposed rejection of "whiteness" and his adoption of 
"blackness" is revealed as a fantasy which is dangerous to Bone and even more 
dangerous to those around him. Banks confronts this fantasy, through the addition 
of an improbable but significant subplot, in which Bone discovers on Jamaica his 
birth-father, a man Bone had never met. His father, who goes by the nicllame 
"Doc," is a medical technician and speed freak. Bone is both intrigued and wary 
about this man who abandoned him when he was a baby Nevertheless, both Bone 
and I-Man began spending time with Doc and his rich, white girlfriend, experienc- 
ing the lifestyle of the white Tamaican leisure class. However, when Bone stumbles 
in on I-Man having sex with his father's girlfriend, Bone unexpectedly tells his fa- 
ther what he saw out of an unconsidered sense of obligation. Bone immediately re- 

grets having informed on his friend, but the damage has been done. Doc swears he 
will kill I-Man or have I-Man killed and begins searching for him. Bone tells I-Man 
of his father's threat (but not his own role in causing that danger) and the twro of 
them once again go on the run. 

In the novel's climax, a major drug deal goes bad and I-Man is killed, but Bone 
can not be certain that I-Man was not just targeted for a hit by Bone's own father. 
When Bone arrives on the scene, just minutes after I-Man's death, his own life is 
briefly in danger. Thrown up against a wall by one of the killers, he's about to be 
shot when someone recognizes him as "Doc's kid." One of the killer's says, "We 
shouldn't do a white kid anyhow, man. No matter whose kid he is. Too much trou- 
ble, especially since he's American. The tourist board'11 go nuts" (338-9). They 
leave Bone to discover I-Man's body and to also discover the limitations of his new- 

ly constructed identity 
It is the very "whiteness" that Bone thought he had discarded that saves his life. 

The privileges of being white that link him to his father as well as to the forces of 
American hegemony ultimately betray the fantasy of his new constructed identity, 
as Bone quickly realizes: 
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Even more than being Doc's son it was my white skin that'd saved me from being 
blown away like [... ] I-Man. I knew if I wasn't white, if I'd been a real Rasta-boy 
like I'd been pretending to be I'd be dead now [... ] [W]hat a little turd I was for 
trying not to be white when all the time I'd been enjoying many of the benefits of 
the white race, like still being alive for instance." (342, 344-5) 

Though Bone felt he had rejected his whiteness personally, he comes to realize the 
limitations of individual action in the face of a social construction. He may not 
have felt white, but whiteness was a quality that people saw in him. If others treated 
him as a white person and he was granted the privileges of being white, he had not 
transcended his racial identity. 

Despite discrediting the idea of transcending race, this novel does not end cyn- 
ically. That is to say, the final message is not that racial identities have a determi- 
native force that cannot be resisted by individuals. As Bone contemplates what has 

happened to him, he tries to find some sign of a message from beyond the grave 
from I-Man. The message he finally hears is that "even though I was a white kid I 
could still become a true heavy Rasta myself someday but only as long as I didn't 
ever forget I was a white kid, just like black people could never forget they were 
black people. He was telling me in a world like ours which is divided into white and 
black that was how you finally came to know I" (360). Identity, in the end, is still 
related to the decisions one makes, but those decisions cannot involve a willful dis- 

regard of social constructions like race. In other words, Bone must reject the met- 

aphor he took up earlier of creating one's identity the way a carpenter builds a 
house. Or perhaps it would be more accurate to say that Bone can still be that car- 

penter, but only if he acknowledges how he got onto the iob site in the first place. 
Identity can be constructed but not transcended. 

Such an aclkowledgement is found in the final pages of the novel, when Bone, 
having left Jamaica as a crew member on a pleasure yacht, stares up at the evening 
sky and sees a constellation of stars whose name he never learned. He notices that 
"the biggest stars or at least the brightest ones were related like in a family and you 
could connect the dots so to speak and make a picture if you wanted, same as the 
old shepherds did who watched their flocks by night" (388). He decides to "connect 
the dots" himself, naming his newly recognized constellations after friends he has 
lost. Bone may not be able to create who he is and how he is perceived, but he can 
decide how he understands his experience and the people in his life. While the nov- 
el may reject naive ideas of identity creation, in the end, it endorses acts of creative 

interpretation and solidarity. 
One of the most insidious features of whiteness is that it allows whites to act as 

if they had no race, as Bone momentarily feels he can do by becoming black 

through an act of will. In Rule of the Bone, ideals of personal freedom come face to 
face with the realities of social construction. Bone is forced to acknowledge his par- 
ticipation in a racialized system. In fact, his growth as a character becomes depen- 
dent upon that recognition. 
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III 

There is a significant contrast between the ending of Rule of the Bone and that of 

Huckleberry Finn. At the conclusion of Twain's novel, Huck is preparing to "light 
out for the Territory," to escape another effort to civilize him (265). For Huck, the 

danger is being trapped in the same circumstances with which the novel opened, 
and, as Huck says, "I can't stand it. I been there before." Despite his experiences 
coming down the river with Jim, Huck's concerns at the end of the novel are the 
same as they were in the beginning. Many contemporary readers have been trou- 
bled by this ending. We tend to want Huck to have been changed by his experienc- 
es, to have learned from his time with Jim. However, from the moment Tom 
Sawyer re-enters the novel, Huck seems to regress, and Jim himself becomes a less 

complicated character. Why? Is it just bad writing? That's what some have said. 
However, it is also possible to argue that the novel ends as it does because Twain 
did not make Huck a hero who transcended his historical moment. Huck was 

shaped into who he was by those around him. 
In Rule of the Bone, Bone's character does not undergo a similar decline. The 

Dickensian introduction of Doc into the novel may be implausible, but in terms of 
the plot of the novel, it allows Banks to contrast the Jamaican leisure class with 
those living in poor, rural villages. Bone remains the moral center in a broadly de- 
lineated human landscape encompassing rich and poor, good and bad. 

Rule of the Bone does avoid the "evasion" of the end of Huckleberry Finn. Yet, it 
is difficult to say that Banks offers a more satisfying conclusion than Twain does. 
For as Bone becomes the hero we want Huck to be, Bone's victory over prevailing 
morality begins to strain credulity. Bone apparently is immune to the baseness and 

cruelty around him. Amidst drug deals and sexual exploitation, Bone remains a 
heroic figure with whom a reader can sympathize. But the price of this purity is 
that Bone stands apart from his social and historical experience. Bone can tran- 
scend his circumstances because his resolution is personal, not political. 

The ending of Rule of the Bone is at cross-purposes in trying to celebrate the 

possibilities of the individual while emphasizing the force of social construction. 
Bone may be shown to have recognized his whiteness as an unavoidable mark of 
his involvement in a social order, but Russell Banks has created a character that re- 
tains his integrity by standing apart from that same social order. Are we, as readers, 
to feel better by Bone's ability to personally resist the pressures of his historical mo- 
ment? If so, then doesn't the novel finally depend on a fantasy of transcendence 

typical of the privileges of whiteness? 
Banks' ending may diverge from Twain's, but the fate of Bone is linked implic- 

itly to contemporary concerns over Huckleberry Finn. Banks' hero, as problematic 
as he may finally be, learns from his journey and questions the fantasies of tran- 

scending racial differences found in Huckleberry Finn. To Banks' credit, Bone's fi- 
nal departure is less about escaping society than about trying to find it. In mapping 
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the stars, Bone consciously posits his experiences and the lives of his friends as 
models for the future, as literal guides that will help him to navigate. What Bone 
learned from I-Man's life and death was that society is both what he makes and 
what makes him. The question remains as to whether Bone, as the novel ends, will 

try "lighting out" from that responsibility. 
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